CKO Packages

We have divided our compliance packages into three simple classes.
Rather than basing them on any one scheme, we will be able to advise you on the
package that suits you best. The variations also depend on the type and class of
vehicle you want to fit for example the kit we recommend may vary between LGV’s
and HGV’s and the accessories you require will differ depending on whether your
fleet is made up of rigid or articulated; long or short wheel base etc
Most compliance schemes are not yet compulsory but whether operating out of, or
driving in, the UK, Ireland or the rest of Europe the expectation of additional road
safety equipment is becoming more prevalent.
At CKO we also believe that the major real benefit to recordable devices on your
vehicles is the ability to defend against claims and/or get your vehicle back on the
road after an incident in the shortest possible time. Trucks in depot’s waiting on
insurance investigations are not earning money.
Elementary/ Basic – the minimum requirements to meet most vehicle safety
standards
Advanced – gives much more control to the driver in reducing road user risk
Comprehensive – gives much more control to the transport manager and ensures
evidence is recorded both live and for later inspection

For illustration purposes only

Basic

Advanced

Comprehensive

Left turn alarm
AVSMCLH14

Left turn alarm
AVSMCLH14

Left turn alarm
AVSMCLH14

Reversing alarm (night
silent) AVR85-3

Reversing alarm (night
silent) AVR85-3

Reversing alarm (night
silent) AVR85-3

7” monitor AHD-MON
C10-2

7” monitor AHD-MON
C10-2

7” monitor AHD-MON
C10-2

Reversing camera AHDRCAM 210

Reversing camera AHDRCAM 210

Reversing camera AHDRCAM 210

Left side camera AHD
SCAM 720

Left side camera AHD
SCAM 720

Left side camera AHD
SCAM 720

+ Installation accessories

Sidescan system CKO
ULTRASCAN 01

Sidescan system CKO
ULTRASCAN 01

(bracket, indicator module,
extension cables, suzi cable,
connectors)

+Installation accessories
+ Installation accessories

4 / 6 / 8 channel DVR
AHD 400 GGT

In-cab dome/SD card
dash-cam

1TB Hard drive DVR
HDD SATA 1TB
Front camera AHD FCAM
110 or MCAM 510
CKO Live view – SIM
registered multi-view

